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Background

• Delay in help-seeking narrows the 
chance for early intervention during times 
of crisis. 

• Could EMPOWER become a norm for 
supporting people with psychosis to stay 
well?
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Digital Usage in Psychosis

• Adherence rates are moderate to high 
(Killikelly et al., 2017).

• 24% of people with psychosis report 
already using digital devices to manage 
their mental health - often or very often 
(Gay and colleagues, 2016).

• Currently there lack of focus on integration 
of digital technologies for psychosis into 
every day life (Bonet., 2017).
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Why Implementation Theory?

• Developing an implementation theory can help predict 
the uptake of digital technologies from research into 
every day life. Not only “does it work” – but “why would 
people use it?” (Grant et al., 2013).

• Important to consider how staff interact with 
intervention - not only service users (Thornicroft & 
Slade, 2014).

• Family and friends are large source of support in 
psychosis – even if person lives alone (Understanding 
Psychosis Report, 2014).
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Study Aims – Staff, Carers and Service 
Users

• To develop a theory of implementation to facilitate the 
conduct of a later cluster randomised controlled trial of 
EMPOWER, we explored the following in our task 
groups:

• to identify current perceptions and usage of Early 
Warning Signs in practice.

• evaluate the coherence of symptom monitoring 
using a smartphone. Does it make sense?

• identify incentives and barriers to implementation
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Participants

• Total participants = 142

• 81 mental health staff participants –
• 13 Task Groups (9 in Glasgow, UK and 6 in Melbourne 

Australia)

• 23 service user participants –
• 7 Task Groups (3 in Glasgow, UK and 4 in Melbourne, 

Australia). 

• 38 carer participants –
• 5 Task Groups (2 in Glasgow, UK and 3 in Melbourne, 

Australia). 
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Analysis

• Important to develop understanding of how each 
unique stakeholding group behaves and also how they 
interact together. Interventions must operate in 
complex social systems. (McGee-Lennon et al., 2017) 

• Constructive grounded theory (Charmaz., 2006) was 
considered appropriate because of lack of existing 
theory. Additionally, to remain sensitive to the complex 
social worlds of three stakeholding groups. 

• Structural symbolic interactionism chosen to guide 
analysis (Stryker, 2008). This focusses on roles.
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Findings - EWS

• There was a shared understanding by the three 
stakeholder groups of early warning signs in terms of 
their function to prevent relapse. 

• There was also a shared emphasis on the importance 
of relationships as a context for staying well.

• Early warning signs were closely linked to the appraisal 
of risk. 

• For each stakeholder there were important differences 
in the way that risk was experienced and expressed, 
thus acting as an important block to help seeking and 
help providing. 
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Early Warning Signs as risk - staff

“she’s had a couple of fairly minor relapses but in the 
past they would have been kept secret, they would have 
escalated she would have been detained and would all 
have been mayhem for months” 

Participant 1, Mental Health Centre 1, 139-141

EWS discussions related to professional role. Relapse 
threatens service user mental wellbeing (staff’s 
responsibility) and also takes up staff resources. 
“Mayhem”. If kept “secret” staff do not have enough 
information to make clinical decisions – relying on 
information gleamed from relationship.
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Early Warning Signs as risk  – Service 
Users

“We hate hospital, but we also want to be as honest as 
we can and often we want to be able to manage our own 
symptoms too. We don’t want to be medicated up to our 
eyeballs” 

Participant 5, Service User Group 5, 148-150

EWS constructed as threatening because response from 
services can be misattuned. Service users report their 
self-management expertise can be disregarded during 
this time.
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Early Warning Signs as risk  - Carers

“my daughter is so badly traumatised by her 
experience… and what happened in hospital that she 
would do almost anything to hide her symptoms so she 
wouldn't need to go through that again and as someone 
who protects her I would obviously within reason I would 
want to protect her” 

Participant 1, Carer Group 2, 9-13

Carers described EWS as threatening to their family 
relationships if contacting services resulted in their loved 
ones perceiving their actions as harmful. Carers find 
themselves in the middle.
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Findings – Making Sense

• Broad consensus that EMPOWER has value in 
encouraging more attuned responses to 
changes in mental states. 

• Shared agreement that current system 
comprises is mainly “risks” based. Perception 
that digital technologies could help negotiate 
these. 
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Making Sense to Service Users

“So if you're monitoring yourself every day, you realise a 
regular pattern. And if it stoops down all the time, you 
really realise that you urgently need help.”  (Participant 
2, Service User Group 2, 566-567)

• Service users reported having access to their own 
early signs data made sense as a way to encourage 
learning and help-seeking when there has been a 
significant change in well-being.
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Making Sense to Staff

“You see where the stressors are, what times, what the 
patterns are, the patterns would be so clear.” 

Participant 1, Centre 2, 514-515

• Staff reported that EMPOWER made sense to them as 
an EWS management tool that could increase the 
information available to them for making decisions.
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Making Sense to Carers

“could see that being a big big benefit especially for us -
being able to access like a source of content that you 
know is coming from the right sort of people rather than 
just entrepreneurs looking for a fast £1.79 off an app 
site” 

Participant 2, Carer Group 1, 136-141

• Carers reported the app made sense as a trustworthy 
source of information on managing EWS for the family 
unit.
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Developing an implementation theory

• Implementation needs to take account of interpersonal 
context of EWS and distinctive perspectives on risk.

• EWS tend to emphasise role dependent ‘risk’ as a 
means of preventing or avoiding a threatening 
experience (i.e. relapse).

• EMPOWER App emphasises the ‘ebb and flow’ of 
emotions and psychotic experiences in daily life. 

• Placing data in hands of service users as a means of 
promoting autonomy, learning and attunement to own 
experiences. 

• Peer Support Workers provide an additional source of 
support in making sense of own data and app content. 
Emphasising exploration, curiosity and recovery focus. 
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Developing an implementation theory

• EMPOWER Algorithm based on user’s own 
‘ebb and flow’ allows calculation of changes 
in wellbeing to guide wellbeing messages

• Algorithm also enables larger changes to be 
viewed on a ‘researcher interface’ to enable 
assessment of possible early signs. 

• Ability to trigger a relapse prevention 
pathway enables early engagement of 
keyworkers.
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Conclusion

• Developing an implementation theory allows 
researchers to predict uptake of interventions.

• Importance of process evaluation to 
understand the trial processes or underlying 
mechanisms in relation to context, setting, and 
stakeholders.

• These evaluations provide explanations for the 
trial results and enhance understanding on 
whether or how interventions could move from 
research to practice.
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EMPOWER Collaboration
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Developing a theory
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